Abstract Steganography is a process that involves hiding a message in an appropriate carrier for example an image or an audio file. The carrier can then be sent to a receiver without anyone else knowing that it contains a hidden message. This is a process, which can be used for example by civil rights organisations in repressive states to communicate their message to the outside world without their own government being aware of it. Less virtuously it can be used by terrorists to communicate with one another without anyone else_s knowledge. In both cases the objective is not to make it difficult to read the message as cryptography does, it is to hide the existence of the message in the first place possibly to protect the courier. The initial aim of this study was to investigate steganography and how it is implemented. Based on this work a number of common methods of steganography could then be implemented and evaluated. The strengths and weaknesses of the chosen methods can then be analysed. To provide a common frame of reference all of the steganography methods implemented and analysed used GIF images. Seven steganography methods were implemented. The methods were chosen for their different strengths in terms of resistance to different types of steganalysis or their ability to maximise the size of the message they could store. All of the methods used were based on the manipulation of the least significant bits of pixel values or the rearrangement of colours to create least significant bit or parity patterns, which correspond to the message being hidden.
while preventing anyone else from knowing that a message is being sent at all. Computer based steganography allows changes to be made to what are known as digital carriers such as images or sounds. The changes represent the hidden message, but result if successful in no discernible change to the carrier. The information may be nothing to do with the carrier sound or image or it might be information about the carrier such as the author or a digital watermark or fingerprint [6] .
Cryptography and steganography are different. Cryptographic techniques can be used to scramble a message so that if it is discovered it cannot be read. If a cryptographic message is discovered it is generally known to be a piece of hidden information (anyone intercepting it will be suspicious) but it is scrambled so that it is difficult or impossible to understand and de-code. Steganography hides the very existence of a message so that if successful it generally attracts no suspicion at all. Using steganography, information can be hidden in carriers such as images, audio files, text files, videos and data transmissions [6] . When the message is hidden in the carrier a stego-carrier is formed for example a stego-image. Hopefully it will be perceived to be as close as possible to the original carrier or cover image by the human senses. Images are the most widespread carrier medium [10] . They are used for steganography in the following way. The message may firstly be encrypted. The sender (or embedder [8] ) embeds the secret message to be sent into a graphic file [11] (the cover image [8] or the carrier). This results in the production of what is called a stego-image. Additional secret data may be needed in the hiding process e.g., a stegokey. The stego-image is then transmitted to the recipient [11] . The recipient (or extractor [8] ) extracts the message from the carrier image. The message can only be extracted if there is a shared secret between the sender and the recipient. This could be the algorithm for extraction or a special parameter such as a key [11] (the stegokey). A stegoanalyst or attacker may try to intercept the stego-image. Figure 1 below shows the steganographic system.
To make a steganographic communication even more secure the message can be compressed and encrypted before being hidden in the carrier. Cryptography and steganography can be used together. If compressed the message will take up far less space in the carrier and will minimise the information to be sent. The random looking message which would result from encryption and compression would also be easier to hide than a message with a high degree of regularity. Therefore encryption and compression are recommended in conjunction with steganography [2] . Fig. 1 The steganographic system [10] 
Types of digital carriers
There are a variety of digital carriers or places where data can be hidden. Data may be embedded in files at imperceptible levels as noise. Properties of images can be manipulated including luminescence, contrast and colours [6] . In audio files small echoes or slight delays can be included or subtle signals can be masked with sounds of higher amplitude. Information can be hidden in documents by manipulating the positions of the lines or the words. When HTML files are written web browsers ignore spaces, tabs, certain characters and extra line breaks. These could be used as locations in which to hide information. Messages can be retrieved from text by taking for example the second letter of each word and using them to produce the hidden message. This is called a null cipher or open code [6] . Information can be hidden in the layout of a document for example certain words in a piece of text can be shifted very slightly from their positions and these shifted words can then make up the hidden message. The way a language is spoken can be used to encode a message such as pauses, enunciation_s and throat clearing [6] .
Unused or reserved space on a disc can be used to hide information. The way operating systems store files typically results in unused space that appears to be allocated to the files. A minimum amount of space may be allocated to files but the file does not need all this space so some of it goes unused. This space can be used to hide information. Another method for hiding information in file systems is to create a hidden partition [6] . Data may be hidden in unused space in file headers. Packets for example TCP/IP packets have headers with unused space and other features that can be manipulated to embed information [6] . Data can be hidden using the physical arrangement of a carrier for example the layout of code in a program or electronic circuits on a board. This process can be used to record and identify the origin of the design and cannot be removed without a substantial change to the physical layout. Spread spectrum techniques can also be used by placing an audio signal over a number of different frequencies. Random number generators are developed to allow spread spectrum radios to hop from frequency to frequency. Systems can use different frequencies at the same time. Some information is broadcast on one frequency and some on another. The message can be reassembled by combining all the information [9] . This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the field of Steganalysis and outline stego-media and steganography tools. Section 3 introduces the various steganographic methods and examines the strengths and weaknesses of these methods. Section 4 introduces the Steganalysis tool used to evaluate the images. Section 5 details the four distinct but complementary methods of evaluation which are used and Section 6 details results of the evaluation.
Steganalysis
There are two stages involved in breaking a steganographic system: detecting that steganography has been used and reading the embedded message [11] . Steganalysis methods should be used by the steganographer in order to determine whether a message is secure and consequently whether a steganographic process has been successful. The goal of a stegoanalyst is to detect stego-messages, read the embedded message and prove that the message has been embedded to third parties [8] . Detection involves observing relationships between combinations of cover, message, stego-media and steganography tools [6] . This can be achieved by passive observation. Active interference by the stegoanalyst involves removing the message without changing the stego-image too much (the stegoanalyst might want to conceal his existence), or removing the message without consideration to the stego-image appearance or structure [8] . Whether a message has been hidden in an image or not the image could be manipulated to destroy a possible hidden message [5] .
There are two necessary conditions to be fulfilled for a secure steganographic process. The key must remain unknown to the attacker and the attacker should not be familiar with the cover image [11] . If the cover image is known, the message could then be embedded in a random way so that it is secure however it is preferable that the image is unknown. Attacks on steganography can involve detection and/or destruction of the embedded message. A stego-only attack is when only the stegoimage is available to be analysed [5] . A known cover attack is when the original cover image is also available. It involves comparing the original cover image with the stego-image. As explained above hiding information results in alterations to the properties of a carrier which may result in some sort of degradation to the carrier [5] . Original images and stego-images can be analysed by looking at colour composition, luminance and pixel relationships and unusual characteristics can be detected. If a hidden message is revealed at some later date the attacker could analyse the stego-image for future attacks. This is called known message attack. The chosen stego attack is used when the steganography algorithm and the image are known. A chosen message attack is when the stegoanalyst generates stego-images using a given steganography algorithm using a known message [5] . The purpose is to examine the patterns produced in the stego-images that may point to the use of certain steganography algorithms. Most steganographic algorithms embed messages by replacing carefully selected pixels bits with message bits [10] . Any changes to the data associated with the image through embedding will change the properties of the image in some way. This process may create patterns or unusual exaggerated noise [5] . An image with plenty of bad effects is a problem that can be detected with the human eye. The patterns visible to the human eye could broadcast the existence of a message and point to signatures of certain methods or tools used [5] . Human sight is trained to recognise known things. This process of analysis depends on the ability of humans to discern between normal noise and visual corruption and patterns created by steganography [10] . It can be difficult to distinguish randomness and image contents and to distinguish least significant bits (LSBs) and random bits by machine.
Visual attacks can involve removing the parts of the image containing the message i.e., the least significant bit of each pixel [10] . Sometimes the least significant bits are not very random. The human eye may then distinguish whether there is a message distorting the image content. The filtering process which can be used for this purpose involves extraction of the potential message bits based on a presumed steganographic method and then illustrating the bits on the position of their source pixels [10] .
An embedding filter presents the values pixels yield when the extraction function is applied to them. For example the embedding filter can replace the original palette by a black and white palette. The original palette is sorted by frequency. The palette is then sorted by luminance. Every even position in the palette (0, 2, 4, 6, ....) is set to black and every uneven position in the palette is set to white. [10] . The replacement palette is now reordered into its original order. This is shown in figure 2 below.
If numerous comparisons can be made between the cover images and the stegoimages patterns can begin to emerge [6] . At a later stage if the cover is not available the known signature will be sufficient to indicate a message and the tool used to embed it [6] . Some of the methods of carrying out steganography produce characteristics that act as signatures for that steganography method [5] . The image may not give away the existence of stenography but the palette could. Therefore steganography can be detected by examining the palette itself. In colour palettes the colours are ordered from most used to least used. The changes between colour values rarely change in one-bit increments in an unstegoed image. But this feature would be created by embedding in the LSBs during steganography. Greyscale palettes do change in one bit increments but all the RGB values are the same. In monochromatic images usually two of the RGB values are the same and the third usually has a much stronger saturation of colour. Therefore there are expected patterns in palettes which if adjusted could indicate the use of steganography. If an original image contains 200 colours steganography could result in the formation of 400 colours which would be too many to store in the palette. When the image is saved as an 8-bit image it will produce a new palette with 256 colours and information hidden could be lost. This is prevented by reducing the colours initially so that space is available for new colours to be created. Adjacent colours are added which are very close to the original. A stegoimage is produced which is very close to the original cover image [1] . Reducing the colours in the palette and creating new colours resulting from changing the LSBs of existing colours will results in blocks of similar colours differing by one bit in the palette. This is shown in figure 3 . The palette on the right has blocks of similar colours produced by the creation of new colours by adjustment of the LSBs. A unique pattern has been created in the palette.
Using a steganography method where pointers to the palette are changed may increase noise because adjacent colours in the image become very different after the message has been embedded [5] . This is alleviated by the use of greyscale images [5] . A method of detection might be to look at areas in the image where colour does not flow well from one area to another. If pixels beside each other have very different colours this could indicate the existence of steganography [9] . If images are created which have very different adjacent palette entries, small shifts in the LSBs of the pixel colours will cause radical colour changes in the image advertising the existence of a hidden message. The palette may not be altered but changes to the Fig. 2 Assignment function of replacement colours; colours that have an even index in the sorted palette become black, the rest become white [10] pixel colours may show dramatic changes to the image [5] . Steganography tools that modify the lower bits of 8-bit images can produce noisy distorted stego-images [4] . In figure 4 below the left image is the original and the right image shows the impact of embedding using Hide and Seek which is a steganographic method that results in changes to the LSBs.
An 8-bit image could be converted to a 24-bit image to produce a less noisy or distorted stego-image. Colour values can be directly manipulated and any changes will most likely be visually undetectable. However the image could end up quite big and unsuitable for electronic transmission [5] . Detection of a hidden message may be related to the size of the image and the format and content of the carrier image. If the message is larger an image will receive more modification. There is then a higher probability that the modifications will be detected [2] and consequently there is then an increased probability the message will be detected [3] . Statistical attacks can be carried out using automated methods. A stego-image should have the same statistical characteristics as the carrier so that the use of a steganographic algorithm can_t be detected [10] . Therefore a potential message can be read from both the stego-image and the carrier and the message should not be statistically different from a potential message read from a carrier [10] . If it were statistically different the steganographic system would be insecure. Automation can be used to investigate pixel neighbourhoods and in determining if an outstanding pixel is common to the image, follows some sort of pattern or resembles noise. A knowledge base of predictable patterns can be compiled and this can assist in automating the detection 3 Cover (left) and stego-image palette (right) following steganography using S-Tools [5] process [5] . Steganalysis tools can determine the existence of hidden messages and even the tools used to embed them. A person wishing to detect someone else_s stegoed images may analyse the type of equipment being used to create the image such as a scanner or digital camera [2] . A set of statistical measures could be determined which satisfy all of the images produced by this piece of equipment and consequently statistical fingerprints could be determined caused by the presence of a hidden message [3] .
In order to prevent detection steganographic and cryptographic keys can be used. A steganographic key controls embedding and extracting of the message. The key could scatter the message randomly over the carrier. A cryptographic key is used to encrypt a message before embedding. Therefore even when the message is detected it can_t be read. In the case of bitwise methods destruction of the embedded message is fairly easy because the LSBs of the images can be changed with compression. The image may be converted to lossy compression format such as JPEG. JPEG images which have been processed with Jpeg-Jsteg can be recompressed and this will destroy the message embedded in the DCT coefficients because they will be recalculated [5] . A series of tests were carried out by Johnson to distort embedded data. The purpose was to evaluate the robustness of bit-wise and transform tools [5] . The object of the tests was to show what the techniques will withstand and what are some common vulnerabilities. Images tested included digital photographs (24-bit or 8-bit greyscale JPEG and 24-bit BMP), clip art (8-bit GIF) and digital art (24-bit BMP or JPEG, 8-bit BMP or GIF). To determine robustness images were manipulated following embedding with a number of image processing techniques: converting between lossless and lossy formats, converting between bit densities, blurring, smoothing, adding noise, removing noise, sharpening, edge enhancement, masking, rotating, scaling, re-sampling, warping, converting from digital to analog and back (printing and scanning), mirroring, flipping, adding bitwise messages, adding transform messages and applying the unZign and StirMark tools to test the robustness of watermarking software. Tests were also carried out to determine the smallest size of image that can be used. The tests were used to alter the information to such a point that it could not be retrieved again. The message was then checked.
Conversion to compressed JPEG images or minor processing disables the bit wise tools. Tools that relied on bit wise methods to hide the data could not recover any of the messages. The transform tools did survive several of the image processing tests but failed when combinations of image processes were carried out on them. These tests showed that the transform methods are in fact more robust.
Image analysis
Having carried out a review of steganographic and cryptographic methods it has been found that one of the main methods typically used for steganography involves the process of hiding a message in image pixels. Images are the most widespread carrier medium used. There are various ways of doing this. In some methods the purpose is to minimize changes to the image and in some the purpose is to store the message in a random way so as to make it more difficult to detect. In some methods more information can be stored by using more than one bit of the colours representing the pixels. This allows more information to be stored but also results in the formation of more new colours and the need to use an image that is comprised of less colours to start with. In some methods the process of storing information can result in the production of new colours in the image and in some methods the existing colours only are used. Some methods involve the use of a key. These different characteristics may be used individually or combined to produce similar systems to many of those currently being used. The aim of this study is to produce a system containing different steganographic methods and to examine the strengths and weaknesses of those methods. The system to be produced will also contain an option to encrypt the message before it is embedded.
While steganography can be carried out on any digital media it is reasonable for the purposes of cross comparing methods to implement these methods on a common media type. The chosen media for this system are GIF images. GIF images have been chosen because as they are widely used in web pages, are recognised by all browsers and they are easily distributable which ensures that they lend themselves to this type of activity without drawing attention to themselves. Audio and video carriers require more intensive processing to hide data in them as the files the carrier is stored in tend to be larger. BMP files have a very large number of colours, which has advantages from a steganography point of view, but their corresponding size makes them unsuitable for distribution across a web type medium. It has also been found that the compression/decompression algorithm causes problems for steganography. GIF undergoes lossless compression. The advantage of lossless compression is that the original digital image is reproduced exactly and therefore the original arrangement of bits making up the image is maintained.
Images saved in JPEG use lossy compression in which the image is not reconstructed in exactly the same way as the original. Space is saved in storing the image however some of the bits and hence some of the data can be lost. JPEG files are sensitive to small changes in the image data, which results in less capacity for holding a message. Many steganography packages use GIF images including Hide and Seek, S-Tools, GifShuffle, EzStego, and the method developed by Fridrich. A GIF image has a restricted number of colours. The maximum number it can have is 256. GIF is a bitmap image. Bitmap is a system in which an image is described as a bit pattern or series of numbers that gives the shade or colour of each pixel. Greyscale GIF images, have pixel values from 0 to 255 which represent the intensity of the colour and do not refer to a palette.
Therefore the purpose of this study is to develop a package which will carry out steganography by hiding a text message in a GIF image carrier. As many of the methods which carry out steganography use the process of hiding the message in image pixels this system will focus on hiding the message in the least significant bits or parity of the colours in the pixels of an image. It is proposed to develop and evaluate the following methods explained below. The names of the methods are used to distinguish between the different steganographic processes that will be carried out.
Stego one bit
When images are used as the carrier in steganography they are generally manipulated by changing one or more of the bits of the byte or bytes that make up the pixels of an image. The message can be stored in the LSB of one colour of the RGB value or in the parity of the entire RGB value. Hide and Seek uses GIF images and the lower order bit of each pixel. One of the methods for S-Tools involves changing the least significant bit of each of the three colours in a pixel in a 24-bit image. Changing the LSB will only change the integer value of the byte by one. This will not noticeable alter the visual appearance of a colour and hence the image itself. Changing a more significant bit would cause a proportionately greater change in the visual appearance of a colour. The main objective of steganography is to pass a message to a receiver without an intruder even knowing that a message is being passed which means that there should be no discernable change to the carrier. This is the first method to be tested and will involve encoding some of the basic processes required for later steganographic methods to be tested also. It will involve changing the LSB of one of the colours making up the RGB value of the pixel. This should have very little effect on the appearance of the image. This process will most likely result in the formation of new colours for the palette. Therefore the image used must have a palette size of 128 colours or less. This will allow for a doubling of the colours in the palette (the creation of a new colour for every existing colour in the palette) which is the maximum number of colours that could be produced by this method. It may be found that if the palette is ordered by luminance that there will be pairs of very similar colours. How noticeable that is depends on the colour profile used in the image to start with. Practical methods should allow for the use of the full image size, thus the amount of data that can be hidden is proportionate to the number of pixels in the image rather than to the colours in the palette. The only restriction is then the size of the image. Using the image data for embedding is less restrictive on capacity compared to storing the data in the palette itself. Using a 128 palette image should not result in too much distortion to the original image.
Stego two bits
Using this method two LSBs of one of the colours in the RGB value of the pixels will be used to store message bits in the image. This will involve using an image which has a palette with a maximum of 64 colours allowing for the production of a possible 192 new colours, i.e., three new colours for each existing colour. Fewer colours will be available to represent the starting image and hence it will be more degraded than the image used in the method Stego One Bit. The advantage of this method is that twice as much information can be stored here than in the previous method. This method could instead have involved the use of the LSB of two colours in the RGB value which would have resulted in the same amount of storage space. The starting image would still have to have a palette containing 64 colours.
Stego three bits
Using this method three LSBs of one of the colours in the RGB value of the pixels will be used to store message bits. This will involve using an image which has a palette with a maximum of only 32 colours allowing for the production of a possible 224 new colours, three new colours for every existing colour in the image. The data hiding capacity is three times the storage capacity of Stego One Bit but the image will be even more distorted than if a 128 colour palette was used.
Stego four bits
Using this method four LSBs of one of the colours in the RGB value of the pixels will be used to store message bits. This will involve using an image which has a palette with a maximum of only 16 colours allowing for the production of a possible 240 new colours. The colours are now very restricted but an area of one particular colour in the image may have 16 variations distributed through it which could result in a certain amount of texture mitigating the effects of such a restricted palette.
Stego colour cycle
In order to make the detection of the hidden data more difficult it was decided to cycle through the colour values in each of the pixels in which to store the data. This also means that the same colour was not constantly being changed. For example the first data bit could be stored in the LSB of the blue value of the pixel, the second data bit in the red value and the third data bit in the green value, The alpha value will be skipped and the next colour used will be blue again. This is because changing the alpha value which is generally 255 would look too suspicious unless the image used contained different transparency levels.
Stego1bitprng
A pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) can be used to choose random pixels in which to embed the message. This will make the message bits more difficult to find and hopefully reduce the existence of patterns in the image. Most importantly it means that if an attacker removed the LSBs from one of the colours and tried to read them it would make no sense as they would not be in order. A pseudo random number generator (PRNG) will be created and will be used to select the pixels in which to hide the data. Data will then be hidden in the LSB of the blue value. If the message is much smaller than the capacity of the image a problem may occur whereby the information will be packed into one part of the image for example the top half. This is solved by using a PRNG which will spread the message all over the image. Hide and Seek arranges it so that the message bits will not be beside one another but instead randomly dispersed throughout the image. Hence the noise will also be randomly distributed. A user chosen key can be inserted into a pseudo random number generator which will determine a sequence of random numbers. These numbers will indicate the pixels in the image where the least significant bit is to be changed. This makes the system more secure because the reader of the message must know the key in order to determine in which bytes the message bits are hidden. The key must remain unknown to the attacker. If the cover image was known to the attacker, embedding the message in a random way would improve its security.
Stegofridrich
EzStego encodes in the parity of indices of a GIF image. Fridrichs newer method also involves manipulating existing colours in the palette. EzStego however firstly orders the palette by luminance so that similar colours are beside one another. But Fridrichs method involves pairing up all the colours in the palette so that the distance between the two colours in each of the pairs is minimized. This method searches for the closest colour to the colour of the pixel which has the correct parity for the bit to be hidden. The message is hidden in the parity of the RGB values of close colours. For the colour of each pixel into which a message bit is to be embedded the closest colours in the palette are searched until a palette entry is found with the desired parity. This technique does not change the palette in any way either by ordering it or by increasing the colours present in it. The parity of palette entries of real images are randomly distributed therefore using this method it is never necessary to depart from the original colour too much. This avoids the problem of occasionally having to make large changes in colour which might indicate that a message has been hidden. Fridrich claims that her method of pseudo randomly changing the LSB of a pixel by locating the closest pixel colour in the palette rather than adjusting the palette as with EzStego produces approximately four times less distortion to the carrier image. Fridrich finds the distance between colours whereas EzStego orders the palette by luminance. This is the final steganography method to be encoded and evaluated. It is based on the method of Fridrich but instead of searching for the closest colour each time a bit is to be hidden in a pixel the closest colour to each colour in the palette with the opposite parity is initially chosen. This reduces the problem of having to search through the palette each time a bit is to be hidden. The pixels in which to hide the message are also pseudo randomly chosen in this study a technique which Fridrich also uses.
Steganography system
The best types of images to use are black and white greyscale or natural photographs with 24 bits per pixel which have been scanned in. The redundancy of the data helps to hide the presence of a secret message. A cover image should contain some randomness. It should contain some natural uncertainty or noise. Hiding information may introduce enough visible noise to raise suspicion. Therefore the carrier or cover image must be carefully selected. Once it has been used the image should not be used again and should be destroyed. A familiar image should not be used so it is better for the steganographer to create his/her own images. Some software displays the image before and after data is hidden. This will also be done here.
The user will be someone who is familiar with the process of information hiding and will have knowledge of Information systems. Cryptography is recommended and will result in a more random looking message rather than a high degree of regularity. A cryptographic method will be included as an option prior to steganography. The user should be able to select a plaintext message from a file, an image to be used as the carrier and then select a steganographic method, which will hide the selected message in the selected carrier image. The user will then be able to save the stegoed image in another file. The user should also be provided with the option to encrypt the message prior to hiding it in the image. The user should be able to open an image file containing a stegoed image containing a message to be read and choose an appropriate method to unstego the message from the image. The user should then be provided with the hidden message. A graphical user interface will be provided for the user to select the appropriate files and methods. The software provides a GUI, which will allow a user to select a file containing the message, the image in which to store the message and a file in which to store the stegoed image. The user will also be able to select the method for steganography and for encryption if desired. The opening frame of the graphical user interface which is shown in figure 5 contains a series of buttons one, to encrypt a message, one to decrypt a message, one for each of the seven steganography methods and one for each of the seven methods to reverse the steganography process and finally a Help button and an Exit button.
Evaluation
The next and possibly the most important stage is the evaluation of the steganographic methods implemented above. Based on the literature survey a number of evaluation methods have been chosen. The steganographic methods will be evaluated by passive observation of the stegoed image and by comparing the stegoed image with similar unstegoed images. Similar here means that they are not the same but have the same content and lighting. Evaluators will look for patterns or unusual exaggerated noise. The patterns visible to the human eye could broadcast the existence of a message. Another type of analysis involves comparing the original cover image with the stego-image in a number of ways. The palette will be examined. A reduced palette or noticeable pairs of colours in the palette will be looked for. A palette containing only 128 different colours should be easy to detect. The effects of embedding larger and smaller messages will be evaluated. Colour and greyscale images will be compared. Images were created for this study using a digital camera. The content for the images chosen was natural unsymmetrical environments with fairly busy subject matter. Smooth continuous areas are minimized and the images contain quite a high level of detail. In order to minimize the number of different variables which had to be taken in account in the evaluation process it has been decided not to encrypt the messages hidden in the stegoed images. & Pattern Analysis of Image Pixels: this detection method is based on looking for patterns in the bits that make up the pixel colours. For example if methods hide messages in the least significant bits of pixels then looking for patterns in the least significant bits of pixels is an easy way to detect the existence of messages. There are many variations of this message hiding technique such as hiding the message bit in the least significant bit of either the red, green or blue value of the colour or the parity of the pixel. This analysis will be carried out based on the literature survey rather than visual inspection of the images. The objective is to determine which of the methods being studied are vulnerable to this method of analysis and how vulnerable they are. & Pattern Analysis of Image Palette: this detection method is based on looking for patterns in the images palette. For example some steganography methods require an image with a reduced number of colours. The steganography methods then create new colours that are almost identical to the existing ones but have different least significant bits or parities. By ordering the palette by luminance such pairings may be visible. The fewer original colours the steganography method allows the more obvious it should be in the palette. A colour reduced original image with a large message may have up to 256 colours in the palette half of which will be almost identical to the other half. With a small message the number of new colours added to the original reduced set will be much smaller. In practice however the number of new colours created by the steganography process must be a maximum of 256 (GIF images) but is otherwise random. Some methods do not however use colour-reduced images and rely entirely on existing colours.
For this part of the analysis the palette of a greyscale image will be compared seven times, once for each different type of steganography method. Palettes will be examined for colour images which have had various forms of steganography carried out on them. In each case the palette will be ordered by luminance to make it more coherent. Of course when the palette is not ordered by luminance, patterns in the palette are much harder to see. It is assumed however that somebody attempting to carry out steganalysis would order the palette to make their job easier. The palette from stegoed images will be compared with the palette of the original 256 colour image and the palette of a reduced colour unstegoed image to see how much the palette has changed. Finally the palette will be examined to look at how it changes when hiding long and short messages. & Visual Inspection of the Image: this analysis method is based on evaluation through visual inspection of the image by independent evaluators. In all cases, the steganographic methods create a degree of distortion in the image, due to the reduction in the number of colours or the mixing and matching of existing colours. The question is how vulnerable are different techniques to detection through visual inspection of the image for tell tale distortion. An evaluator should typically look for a grainy structure or appearance; too few colours causing colour blocks and a lack of texture; lack of continuity in the colour and subtle distortions of any type.
For this evaluation 13 independent evaluators were used. All of the evaluators had a knowledge of computing and an understanding of how images are formed.
However they did not have detailed knowledge of how steganography works. Each evaluator was provided with a brief description of steganography and told what features to look for in a stegoed image. They were provided with a menu of folders and images and asked to identify the stegoed images (size 300 Â 200 pixels). Each evaluator was presented with a suite of 18 folders. Each folder contained six images which were similar in content and lighting but were not identical. Each folder contained one stegoed image and five 256 colour unstegoed images. The first block of six folders thus had six stegoed images one for each steganography method under inspection (Stego1Bit, Stego2Bits, Stego3Bits, StegoColorCycle, StegoPRNG and StegoFridrich. Stego4Bits is not being evaluated here as it is clearly vulnerable to almost every type of inspection). Three sets of six folders were evaluated, a set of greyscale pictures of trees, an identical set of colour pictures of trees and a set of colour pictures of flowers. & Low Level Visual Inspection of Image Pixels: this detection method is based on carrying out a detailed inspection of selected sections of an image at a high degree of magnification to determine whether anomalous patterns become apparent. As an inspection technique this might be problematical if the original cover image is not available for comparison. Under normal circumstances a person seeking to hide data in an image would be expected to use an image they have created themselves rather than a generally known image and therefore the original cover image would not be available for comparison with the stegoed image using this inspection method. The tell tale distortions which would typically be looked for include a lack of continuity where continuity is expected (Fridrich method) and a lack of texture where texture is expected (colour reduction). & Automated Detection of Steganographic Characteristics:Automated methods can be used to determine the existence of steganography based on the detection of patterns or characteristics in the stegoed image.
Two automated methods were implemented in this study:
1. The first method firstly involves determining all of the unique colours used in the image. The colours are then paired by finding the closest colour to each other colour but with a different parity using a distance calculation and an IF condition. The distance between two colours -(R 1 , G 1 , B 1 ) and (R 2 , G 1 , B 1 ) is determined by:
These closest pairs are recorded. The StegoFridrich method involves replacing colours with their closest colour by distance with an opposite parity thereby creating an environment where pairs of close colours with opposite parity will be next to one another in the image. The image is then searched starting with the first pixel in the top left hand corner, pixel (0, 0). This pixel is compared with the three pixels surrounding it (0,1, 1,1, 1,0) to see if any of the three pixels form a pair with the pixel they are being compared with. If they do this is counted as a pair and the pair counter is incremented. The automated detection method then moves to the second pixel in the row and compares it with three surrounding pixels (0,2, 1,2, 1,1) and so on. A high number of adjacent pixels which fit the Fclosest pair colours with opposite parity_ criteria, should indicate a high likelihood of steganography with a colour substitution method.
2. The second automated detection method also builds a table of closest colour pairs using the same distance calculation but without looking for pairs with opposite parity. The reason for building this table of pairs is due to the way in which many common steganography methods are implemented. When the LSB's of pixels are changed new colours are created which have a distance of 1 from the original colour. This creates a distinctive pair. An image following steganography by changing the LSB is likely to have a high number of pairs which have a distance of 1 between them. Pairs with a distance of 1 between them should be unlikely in an unstegoed image so a large number of these pairs should indicate a high likelihood of steganography with a LSB manipulation method.
The following table shows the results for the visual evaluation methods described above (Table 1 ).
Results

Pattern analysis of image pixels
From the literature survey it is clear that Stego1Bit has a very high degree of vulnerability to steganalysis. This is due to the repeating patterns that are created in the least significant bit of the chosen colour. Thus this method is very vulnerable to detection from automated steganalysis methods. A variety of techniques of varying sophistication are used to combat this weakness. Stego2Bits, Stego3Bits, Stego4Bits and StegoColorCycle all break up the least significant bit pattern in different ways but are all extremely well known methods of hiding data. Therefore the patterns they create when attempting to hide the least significant bit pattern are only slightly more difficult to detect. For a method to be truly resilient against steganalysis using pattern searches bits must be hidden in an apparently random way. The pattern by which they are hidden must be reproducible but not easily reproducible. Thus the key based pseudo random number generation technique used by the Stego1-BitPRNG method and the StegoFridrich method make these techniques highly resistant to this form of steganalysis.
Pattern analysis of image palette
The pattern analysis of the image palettes will be carried out in two stages. First greyscale palettes will be examined and then colour palettes will be examined. The palettes have all been ordered by luminance in order to simplify the analysis of the contents.
All of the steganography methods tested except StegoFridrich require a reduced palette to allow for the creation of new colours. The code used in this study embeds data in the least significant bits of red, green or blue values or a combination of these in all the methods tested except for StegoFridrich. Therefore although greyscale values are being examined in the first set of images, the red, green, blue values of pixel colours are still the location where the message bits are embedded. Shown below is a series of palettes for one particular image, first in greyscale and then in colour. Each palette shown is for the same image but the image in each case is composed of different numbers of greyscale levels or colours. Stego1Bit and Stego1BitPRNG require an image with a palette which is made up of a maximum of 128 colours. Stego2Bits and StegoColorCycle require an image with a palette with a maximum of 64 colours. Stego3Bits needs an image with a maximum of 32 colours and Stego4Bits requires an image with a palette with a maximum of 16 colours. StegoFridrich does not require any reduction in the number of colours in the image, as the method does not involve the creation of any new colours. Figure 6 .1 shows the palette from the original greyscale image containing 249 levels of greyscale. Figures  6.2 and 6.3 show palettes for the same image whose colours have been reduced so that the image can be used to embed a message. Figure 6 .1 is a typical greyscale palette but figures 6.2 and 6.3 clearly show a much-reduced range of greyscale levels. However the interesting thing discovered during this analysis is that because new greyscale levels are being created by the steganography process the palette fills up with or at least increases its number of greyscale levels to account for the new levels created. This results in the palettes looking much more similar to the original. Someone trying to carry out steganalysis will not see the original reduced palette, but the palette they will see will be very similar to a typical greyscale palette. The slight variations between original colours and newly created colours are not visually very discernible in these palettes as there is in any case a very gradual change between greyscale levels on a typical palette. The stegoed image palettes for the remaining steganography methods are also shown below in figures 6.4 to 6.6. Although they range from 138 to 218 greyscale levels they do not show the dramatic greyscale level reduction visible in the reduced palettes of the unstegoed images. Therefore creating an increased number of new levels of greyscale as a result of stegoing an image serves to make the palette look more like a typical palette which has somewhere close to 256 levels of greyscale.
There is however one giveaway factor which should be noted. If the RGB values are examined on a typical palette for a greyscale image the three RGB values are all the same for a given grey level. This was found for the palettes in figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. However in all the stegoed images palettes, excluding StegoFridrich, the RGB values are shown and in some cases they are not the same for each colour in the palette. In figure 6 .4 which shows the palette produced for an image following steganography using the Stego1Bit method, the blue value in the palette in some cases differs by one bit. The colours in the palette show that pixel index 103 is 87, 87, 86. The LSB of the blue value has been changed. In the palette for Stego2Bits the value for the blue part of the RGB value can change by between 0 and 3 (the two least significant bits), using Stego3Bits it can change by between 0 and 7 and using Stego4Bits it can change by between 0 and 15. The palette for the image produced following message embedding by the StegoColorCycle method could result in a onebit change to any of the three RGB values in a colour. These changes to the RGB values are immediately obvious in a greyscale picture when the RGB values are inspected as the different RGB combinations cannot exist in a greyscale image. In fact it is clearly no longer a greyscale image even though this is not obvious when looking at the image itself. The method StegoFridrich does not result in any changes to the original image palette and it also does not require any reduction in the number of colours. No tell tale signature about the fact that steganography has been carried out is therefore given away using this method. A large and a small message were embedded in the image using Stego1Bit to see what effect this had on the number of new colours produced and hence the appearance of the palette. The palettes are shown in figures 6.4 and 6.5. Figures 6.4 shows a palette produced by embedding a message which was 23 characters long. Figure 6 .5 shows a palette produced by embedding a message which was the maximum size the image could hold. The palette in figure 6.5 more closely resembles the original palette in figure 6.1. Therefore embedding a larger message actually results in the palette more closely resembling a typical palette.
In conclusion it can be said that a visual inspection of the palette does not immediately show that steganography has been carried out on the image. In fact the bigger the message hidden in the image the less obvious it is. However an inspection of the precise RGB values which make up a range of greyscale levels shows a distinct telltale signature which is present in all methods which manipulate the pixel values. Only StegoFridrich is not vulnerable to this type of analysis.
The code used in this study embeds data in the least significant bits of red, green or blue values or a combination of these in all the methods tested except for StegoFridrich. These methods require a reduced palette to allow for the creation of new colours in the palette. The first palette shown in figure 6.7 is a palette for a colour image which is the same image whose palettes were examined above in greyscale. It contains 256 colours. Figure 6 .8 shows a palette whose colours have been reduced to 128. This is required for the Stego1Bit and Stego1BitPRNG methods. Although it is obvious that about half the possible colours are being used this does not mean that they were necessarily reduced for stegoing, although it is a pointer. The key point is that if a steganographer uses their own unique images the stegoanalyst should not have access to the original unstegoed image and correspondingly will never see these reduced palettes.
Images were embedded using Stego1Bit with a message less than the size of the image and a message the capacity of the image. In their unordered form these palettes looked like any other image palettes. But when they have been ordered by luminance a pattern is visible. What it shows is that some of the colours are arranged in pairs of very similar colours. This occurs because the LSB of some colours have been changed resulting in a very similar new colour. This new colour may not be visible when examining the image but it is a new colour and must be listed separately in the palette. This is a pointer to the occurrence of steganography. The maximum size message has resulted in this case in the creation of extra new colours. This fills up the unordered palette which tends to hide the fact that steganography has occurred but as it also creates more pairings when the palette is ordered which does highlight the fact that steganography has been carried out. Figure 6 .9 shows a palette from an image produced by stegoing with Stego1Bit PRNG. Pairs of colours are visible in the palette in the same way as they are visible in the palette for Stego1Bit. It does not follow that because the palette is a pointer to steganography that the stegoanalyst will be able to read the message from the image. In the case of Stego1BitPRNG the message bits are pseudo randomly spread over the image pixels. Therefore the key to the pseudo random number generator would need to be known as well as the algorithm. Unfortunately though if a stegoanalyst is looking for stegoed images patterns in the palette will result in the image being carefully analysed defeating the purpose of steganography which is to prevent anyone knowing that a message is being sent at all. Unlike a greyscale image, if the RGB values are examined on a typical palette for a colour image this time the three RGB values are not the same for a given colour unless it is a greyscale colour. In a greyscale image they are the same. This is an advantage for colour images because changing LSBs in therefore not as noticeable. However as discussed above following steganography with all the methods tested here except StegoFridrich groups of very similar colours are produced. If the first group in Stego4Bits is examined the RGB values for the pale green colour are as follows:
Therefore the fact that the four LSBs of the blue values have been changed is clearly visible when the RGB values are read. When StegoColorCycle is used any of the three RGB values can be changed. The first four colours in the palette are a group (pale blue) and have the following values 191, 209, 215, 191, 209, 214, 190, 209, 215 and 191, 208, 215 . In the second colour, blue has been changed, in the third colour red has been changed and in the fourth colour green has been changed. The palette produced when the image was stegoed by the StegoFridrich method gives nothing away about the fact that steganography has been carried out because the palette remains exactly the same as the palette for the original image. As a final observation it is arguably true to say that, in the case of methods which use reduced palettes, although both colour and greyscale palettes show the same tell tale signs that steganography has been carried out it does seem to be harder to visually see the clusters of similar colours or grey levels in the greyscale palette. Again however looking at the colour/greyscale RGB values in detail (the RGB integer values) clearly shows patterns produced in the RGB values following steganography.
192, 220, 206 192, 220, 203 192, 220, 202 192, 220, 201 192, 220, 199 192, 220, 198 192, 220, 196 192, 220, 194 192, 220, 192 Fig. 6.9 Palette for colour image with 256 colours stegoed using Stego1BitPRNG
Visual inspection of the image
This evaluation method was based on visual inspection of the image by 13 independent evaluators. The question is how vulnerable are different steganographic techniques to detection through visual inspection of the image for tell tale distortion. All of the evaluators had knowledge of computing and an understanding of how images are formed. However they did not have detailed knowledge of how steganography works. Each evaluator was provided with a brief description of steganography and told what features to look for in a stegoed picture. They were provided with a menu of folders and images and asked to identify the stegoed images. Each evaluator was presented with a suite of 18 folders. Each folder contained six images which were similar in content and lighting but were not identical. The evaluators were informed that each folder contained one stegoed image and five 256-colour unstegoed images. The first block of six folders thus had six stegoed images one for each steganography method under inspection (Stego1Bit, Stego2Bits, Stego3Bits, StegoColorCycle, StegoPRNG and StegoFridrich. Stego4Bits is not being evaluated here, as it is clearly vulnerable to almost every type of inspection). Three sets of six folders were evaluated, a set of greyscale pictures of trees, an identical set of colour pictures of trees and a set of colour pictures of flowers. The results are shown below. Please see Appendix C for the instructions given to the evaluators and copies of the stegoed images. Each folder contained six images and there were 13 evaluators. Therefore completely random selection of the images would yield a spread of about 16% per image. In Table 2 below the percentage selection of the stegoed images in each folder has a spread of 15, 0, 0, 31, 23 and 8%. This is quite an uneven detection rate however even more surprising is that Stego1Bit was selected 15% of the time while Stego2Bits and Stego3Bits which should be easier to detect were not selected at all. StegoColorCycle was chosen 31% of the time which is twice what an average unguided distribution would be and this corresponds to our expectation that as a stegoed 64 colour image it should be relatively easy to detect. Stego1BitPRNG was chosen 23% of the time and StegoFridrich was chosen 8% of the time.
It is difficult to determine with any degree of certainty that any of these detection rates indicate the evaluators were able to detect the presence of a stegoed image. This is particularly true because in many cases unstegoed images were selected 31% of the time. BW_Tree2 in BW Tree Folder 1 which was not stegoed was chosen 54% of the time which is 23% more than any of the stegoed images. The most likely explanation is that users were looking for unexpected features in the images and were finding unexpected features which were not related to the steganography process.
In Table 3 below there is a spread of 46, 39, 62, 54, 8 and 31% for selection of the stegoed images. The highest selection percentage for an unstegoed image is 31%. This immediately suggested that the evaluators were significantly more successful at detecting steganography in coloured images than they were with the grey level images in Table 2 . Stego2bits, Steg3Bits and StegoColorCycle have high detection rates which are broadly in line with what one might expect in that more evaluators detected Stego3Bits than detected Stego2Bits. The detection rate for Stego1Bit was quite low. Again however unexpected results are seen. Stego1BitPRNG should not show a more visible distortion than Stego1Bit however it appears to be six times easier to detect. These results show that colour reduction is more detectable in colour images than in grey level images however it is difficult to be certain how much the evaluators were misled by possible unexpected features in the test images which were not related to steganography.
In Table 4 below there is a spread of 31, 15, 54, 31, 15 and 23% for selection of the stegoed images. As with Table 3 above the highest selection percentage for an unstegoed image is 31%. Some of the results are in line with expectations. Stego3Bits has a high detection rate at 54%. This contrasts sharply with the highest selection rate of 31% for an unstegoed image. However Stego1Bit has a detection rate twice as high as Stego2Bits. Stego1BitPRNG as might have been expected has a low detection rate. As with the two previous tables it is difficult to be certain how much the evaluators were misled by possible unexpected features in the test images which were not related to steganography.
Low level visual inspection of image pixels
This section of the analysis deals with the low level visual inspection of selected parts of the images. Although some of the images are shown at magnification Â3, most are at the maximum magnification of 32 which is satisfactory for viewing individual pixels. In order to make the analysis more meaningful all magnification Â3 images show the same part of the same image and magnification Â32 images show the same part of the same image. Figures 6.10 and 6.11 which are black and white images of trees at magnification Â3 show the original 256 grey level image and the same image reduced to 128 grey levels and then stegoed using Stego1Bit. Some slight differences in shading are visible when both the original and the stegoed images are placed side by side. However it is unlikely that the distortion in the stegoed image would be detectable without the original to compare it with. The same observations could be made in the case of the original and stegoed magnification Â3 colour images in figures 6.12 and 6.13. An examination of the original black and white tree image at magnification Â32 showed a highly fragmented image segment with a high degree of texture as seen by the rapid variations in pixel grey levels. As the number of grey levels is reduced for other steganography methods the amount of texture decreases slightly. It is only the 16 grey level images which showed suspiciously large continuous blocks of pixels. This observation is also true of the unmagnified images in that it is only the 16 grey levels image which clearly stands out as being artificially modified. Interestingly the grey level variations added by the steganography process do not appear, except in the case of stego4Bits, to add significant texture back into the images. This is because the additional colours/grey levels produced by the stegoing process are insufficiently different to be easily detected through visual inspection when only the three least significant bits of the blue part of the RGB colour are being modified. This can clearly be seen by inspecting the magnification Â32 images. It might have been expected that a detailed inspection of the pixels in an image which has been stegoed using stegoFridrich would show a high degree of texture and a lack of continuity in the pixels. However as can seen from figures 6.14 and 6.15 below this does not appear to be the case looking at the images used for this evaluation. This is because the original image is itself highly fragmented and colour substitution is based on shortest distance so the magnified stegoed image seems unremarkable.
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 which are colour images of trees at magnification Â3 show the original 256 colour image and the same image reduced to 128 colours and then stegoed using Stego1Bit. As with the black and white images above some slight differences in shading are visible when both the original and the stegoed images are placed side by side and compared. However as above it is unlikely that the An examination of the original colour tree at magnification Â32 (figure 6.16) shows a highly fragmented image segment with a high degree of texture as seen by the rapid variations in pixel colours. As the numbers of colours are reduced for other stego methods the amount of texture decreases more rapidly than seems to be the case for the grey scale images. The 16 colour image shows suspiciously large continuous blocks of pixels but the 64 and 32 colour images also looked quite blocky. As with the grey scale images the colour variations added by the steganography process do not appear, except in the case of stego4Bits to add significant texture back into the images.
As was stated above it might have been expected that a detailed inspection of the pixels in an image which has been stegoed using StegoFridrich would show an excessive degree of texture and lack of continuity in the pixels. Generally this was not found to be the case. It would appear that StegoFridrich is only vulnerable to this form of analysis if it is implemented on an image which has an area with a high degree of continuity in its pixels. Figure 6 .17 shows a scene which appears to have a highly continuous block of white colour. Because, in this particular image the closest colour in the palette is a grey (224, 224, 224) StegoFridrich yields a highly distorted stegoed image in figure 6 .18. This can be seen in more detail in the magnified sections of the white background in figure 6 .19 and 6.20. Conversely methods such as Stego1Bit lend themselves to images with blocks of continuous colour. Thus the steganographer must take reasonable precautions to ensure that the image they choose suits the type of steganography they wish to carry out. Figure 6 .21 shows an image of a flower which was used in this study. Figure 6 .22 shows the same image magnified three times and figure 6.23 shows the image magnified three times following steganography with the stgeoFridrich method. Comparing 6.22 and 6.23 it can be seen that there is increased noise in the stegoed image. This in itself does not necessarily indicate the existence of steganography to an analyst. When the number of colours in the image are reduced and this image is compared with one which has had the number of colours reduced and has also undergone steganography using Stego1bit there is no distinguishable difference between the two images at all. But if the reduced colour image is compared with the original in figure 6 .22 it was found that some of the colour is lost from the centre of the flower and the image overall has a more noisy appearance. However without the benefit of the original image these artefacts would not necessarily lead to the conclusion that steganography had been carried out on these images but simply indicate that they were of a poorer quality than they might be and have a higher noise level.
Automated detection of steganographic characteristics
As was described above, this method firstly involves determining all of the unique colours used in the image. The colours are then paired by finding the closest colour to each other colour but with a different parity using a distance calculation. The image is then searched for adjacent pixels which are the shortest distance apart and have opposite parity. The number of adjacent pixels satisfying the search criteria are counted to determine if recognizable and distinct patterns are visible to indicate a colour substitution steganography method.
This evaluation demonstrated an increase in the number of close pairs of pixels found in the stegoed images as compared with the original unstegoed images. The increase was greater the larger the size of the message stored in the image and hence the greater the manipulation of the image.
The results show a very significant increase in the number of closest pair pixels which are adjacent to each other in the images stegoed using StegoFridrich. However the unstegoed images also have a significant number of adjacent closest pair pixels. All of the images evaluated were the same size but most of the original images have more adjacent closest pairs than some of the images stegoed using the StegoFridrich method. This suggests that it is possible to choose images with a small number of adjacent close pair pixels to stego using a colour substitution method thus yielding an unremarkable resultant number of adjacent closest pairs. Thus colour substitution method does show a signature but this signature can be partially hidden by choosing the carrier image carefully.
The second method involved analyzing the image to build a table of closest colour pairs and then looking for pairs with a distance of 1 between them. It was found that a standard unmodified image is unlikely to have any pairs which are this close together. Even images of a wall or floor for example which is made up of shades of the same colour does not have colours which are this close together. Therefore the presence of a number of pairs of colours which are this close together is a very strong indicator of steganography methods which use LSB manipulation.
Evaluation conclusion
All of the steganography methods tested except StegoFridrich require a reduced palette to allow for the creation of new colours. The code used in this study embeds data in the least significant bits of red, green or blue values or a combination of these in all the methods tested except for StegoFridrich. Therefore although greyscale values are being examined in the first set of images, the red, green, blue values of pixel colours are still the location where the message bits are embedded. The interesting thing discovered during this analysis is that because new greyscale levels are being created by the steganography process the palette fills up with or at least increases its number of greyscale levels to account for the new levels created. This results in the palettes looking much more similar to the original. Someone trying to carry out steganalysis will not see the original reduced palette, but the palette they will see will be very similar to a typical greyscale palette. The slight variations between original colours and newly created colours are not visually very discernible in these palettes as there is in any case a very gradual change between greyscale levels on a typical palette. Although they range from 138 to 218 greyscale levels they do not show the dramatic greyscale level reduction visible in the reduced palettes of the unstegoed images. Therefore creating an increased number of new levels of greyscale as a result of stegoing an image serves to make the palette look more like a typical palette which has somewhere close to 256 levels of greyscale. There is however one giveaway factor which should be noted. If the RGB values are examined on a typical palette for greyscale the three RGB values are all the same for a given greylevel. This was found for the palettes in figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 above. However in all the stegoed images palettes, excluding StegoFridrich, when a pixel in the palette is examined the RGB values are shown and in some cases they are not the same for each colour in the palette. In one of our palette results produced for an image following steganography using the Stego1Bit method, the blue value in the palette in some cases differs by one bit. The colours in the palette show that pixel index 103 is 87, 87, 86. The LSB of the blue value has been changed. In the palette for Stego2Bits the value for the blue part of the RGB value can change by between 0 and 3 (the two least significant bits), using Stego3Bits it can change by between 0 and 7 and using Stego4Bits it can change by between 0 and 15. The palette for the image produced following message embedding by the StegoColorCycle method could result in a one-bit change to any of the three RGB values in a colour. For instance, palette index 106 has a value of 87, 86, 86. The LSB of the red value has been changed. These changes to the RGB values are immediately obvious in a greyscale picture when the RGB values are inspected as the different RGB combinations cannot exist in a greyscale image. In fact it is clearly no longer a greyscale image even though this is not obvious when looking at the image itself.
The method StegoFridrich does not result in any changes to the original image palette and it also does not require any reduction in the number of colours. No tell tale signature about the fact that steganography has been carried out is therefore given away using this method. A large and a small message were embedded in the image using Stego1Bit to see what effect this had on the number of new colours produced and hence the appearance of the palette. Therefore embedding a larger message actually results in the palette more closely resembling a typical palette. In conclusion it can be said that a visual inspection of the palette does not immediately show that steganography has been carried out on the image. In fact the bigger the message hidden in the image the less obvious it is. However an inspection of the precise RGB values which make up a range of greyscale levels shows a distinct telltale signature which is present in all methods which manipulate the pixel values. Only StegoFridrich is not vulnerable to this type of analysis. Table 1 shows a summary of the evaluation results. While some of the results can be considered to be a little imprecise due to ambiguity in the findings, the effect of unexpected but natural artefacts in images, it is reasonable to draw approximate conclusions with the information available. StegoFridrich while having some weaknesses particularly where the image being used has not been chosen carefully appears to be the most secure method by a significant margin. It is somewhat vulnerable to automated detection. All of the other methods suffer from an underlying weakness in that the requirement for colour reduction and replacement leaves a very strong steganography signature in the palette. Using automated detection, the presence of a number of pairs of colours which differ by one bit is a very strong indicator of steganography methods which use LSB manipulation. After StegoFridrich, Stego1BitPRNG and Stego1Bit are the next most secure methods in that order. The strengths of StegoColorCycle in terms of having a degree of resistance to pattern analysis of the least significant bits appears to be cancelled out by degree of colour reduction required. Finally despite the additional data hiding capacity of Stego2Bits, Stego3Bits and Stego4Bits the security of the steganography method being used decreases as the data hiding capacity increases making these progressively less desirable techniques.
Conclusion
As all the of the methods evaluated required either colour reduction of the original images palette or colour substitution in the stegoed image, they all had their own weaknesses as the stegoed image inevitably suffered some distortion from the steganography process. In the case of colour reduction based techniques there were strong tell-tail signs in the palette as well. Overall the colour rearrangement technique appeared to be the most resistant to detection as long as suitable images were chosen. Techniques that attempt to maximise the message size that they can store; appear to be the least resistant to detection.
